This paper presents FriendsQA, a challenging question answering dataset that contains 1,222 dialogues and 10,610 open-domain questions, to tackle machine comprehension on everyday conversations. Each dialogue, involving multiple speakers, is annotated with several types of questions regarding the dialogue contexts, and the answers are annotated with certain spans in the dialogue. A series of crowdsourcing tasks are conducted to ensure good annotation quality, resulting a high inter-annotator agreement of 81.82%. A comprehensive annotation analytics is provided for a deeper understanding in this dataset. Three state-of-the-art QA systems are experimented, R-Net, QANet, and BERT, and evaluated on this dataset. BERT in particular depicts promising results, an accuracy of 74.2% for answer utterance selection and an F1-score of 64.2% for answer span selection, suggesting that the FriendsQA task is hard yet has a great potential of elevating QA research on multiparty dialogue to another level.
Introduction
Question answering (QA) has received lots of hype over the recent years as deep learning models have progressively pushed the limit of machine comprehension to the level of human intelligence. Several systems have demonstrated their superiority over human for answering quizbowl questions (Ferrucci, 2011; Yamada et al., 2017) . Strong evidences have been found that advance neural network models will likely surpass human performance for answering open-domain questions in a foreseeable future (Devlin et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019) . Nonetheless, no system has reached such high intelligence for understanding contexts in dialogue, although it is the most natural means of human communication. Moreover, the amount of data in this form has increased at a faster rate than any other type of textual data (Newport, 2014; Gonçalves, 2017) .
Many datasets have been presented for various QA tasks (Section 2.1). While numerous models have shown remarkable results with these datasets (Section 2.2), the evidence passages, where the contexts of questions are derived from, mostly reside within wiki articles, newswire, (non-)fictional stories, or children's books, but not from multiparty dialogue. Contextual understanding in dialogue is challenging because it needs to interpret contents composed by multiple speakers, and anticipate colloquial language filled with sarcasms, metaphors, humors, etc. This inspires us to create a new dataset, FriendsQA, that aims to enhance machine comprehension on this domain. Dialogues in this dataset are excerpted from transcripts of the TV show Friends, that is the world-wide and also go-to show for English learners to get familiarized with everyday conversations.
Section 3 describes the FriendsQA dataset with annotation details. Section 4 describes the architectures of QA systems experimented on this dataset. Finally, Section 5 shows the experimental results with an in-depth error analysis. To the best of our knowledge, FriendsQA is the first dataset that is publicly available and challenges span-based QA on multiparty dialogue with everyday topics. The contributions of this work include:
• An open-domain question answering dataset on multiparty dialogue comprising 1,222 dialogues, 10,610 questions, and 21,262 answer spans.
• A comprehensive corpus analytics to ensure its validity as a deep learning resource and explain the diverse nature of this dataset for QA.
• Model comparisons between three state-of-theart QA systems trained on this dataset to project its practicality in real applications.
• A thorough error analysis to illustrate major challenges found in this task and make suggestions to future research on the dialogue domain.
2 Related Work
QA Datasets
The NLP community has been dedicated to produce three types of question answering (QA) datasets. The first is for reading comprehension QA, where the model picks answers for multiple choice questions regarding the evidence passages.
MCTest is an open-domain dataset comprising short fictional stories (Richardson et al., 2013) . RACE is a large dataset compiled from English assessments for 12-18 years old students (Lai et al., 2017) . TQA gives passages from middle school science lessons and textbooks (Kembhavi et al., 2017) . SciQ gives passages from science exams collected via crowdsourcing (Welbl et al., 2017) . DREAM gives multiparty dialogue passages from English-as-a-foreignlanguage exams (Sun et al., 2019) . The second is for cloze-style QA, for which the model fills in the blanks that obliterate certain contents in sentences describing the evidence passages. CNN/Daily Mail targets on entities in bullet points summarizing articles from CNN and Daily News (Hermann et al., 2015) . Children's Book Test focuses on named entities, nouns, verbs, and prepositions in passages from children's books (Hill et al., 2016) . Who-did-What gives description sentences and evidence passages extracted from news articles in English Gigaword (Onishi et al., 2016) . Book-Test is similar to Children's Book Test but 60 times larger (Bajgar et al., 2016) .
The third is for span-based QA, where the model finds the answer contents as spans in the evidence passages. bAbI aims to reinforce learning on event types and infer a sequence of event descriptions . WikiQA (Yang et al., 2015) and SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) use Wikipedia, whereas NewsQA (Trischler et al., 2017) use CNN articles as evidence passages. MS MARCO gives questions involving zero to multiple answer contents from web documents (Nguyen et al., 2016) . TriviaQA is compiled by trivia enthusiasts to challenge machine comprehension (Joshi et al., 2017) . CoQA focuses on conversational flows between a questioner and an answerer (Reddy et al., 2018) . presented R-Net that used gated attention-based recurrent networks and refined QA representation with self-matching attention. Shen et al. (2017) presented ReasoNet that took multiple turns to reason over the relationships between query, documents, and answers. Cui et al. (2017) presented the Attention Over Attention Reader to better capture similarities between questions and answer contents. presented the Reinforced Mnemonic Reader to combine the memorized attention with new attention. Vaswani et al. (2017) applied self-attention to QA, which became known as the Transformer. Huang et al. (2018) presented FusionNet that kept the history of word representations and used multi-level attention. Salant and Berant (2018) presented a standard neural architecture with rich contextualized word representations. Liu et al. (2018) presented Stochastic Answer Network (SAN) with a stochastic prediction dropout layer as the final layer. Yu et al. (2018) presented QANet with CNN and self-attention to combine local and global interactions. Peters et al. (2018) presented the Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo) that used bi-directional LSTM and Devlin et al. (2018) presented the Bidirectional Encoder Representations (BERT) that used deep-layered transformers to generate contextualized word embeddings.
QA Systems for the Past Two Years

Character Mining
The Character Mining dataset provides transcripts of the TV show Friends as well as annotation for several tasks. Chen and Choi (2016) annotated the first two seasons for character identification, that is an entity linking task identifying personal mentions with character names. extended this annotation to the next two seasons and added annotation of ambiguous mentions. Zhou and Choi (2018) added annotation of plural mentions to those four seasons for character identification. Zahiri and Choi (2018) annotated the first four seasons for finegrained emotion detection. Finally, Ma et al. (2018) annotated selected dialogues from all ten seasons for a cloze-style reading comprehension task.
FriendsQA vs. Other Dialogue QA
Three datasets have been presented for QA on dialogue. CoQA (Reddy et al., 2018 ) aims to answer questions that are part of one-to-one conversations, whereas FriendsQA focuses on questions asked by third-parties listening to multiparty dialogues. Ma et al. (2018) also provides a dataset based on transcripts of Friends; however, their work aims to cloze-style QA restricted by PERSON entities, while we broadly focus on span-based QA with open-domain questions. Similarly, DREAM (Sun et al., 2019) , although their passages are based on (a) Challenges with entity resolution. In this example (season 4, episode 12), {you1, boys2, us3} refer to the boys and {you4, we8} refer to the girls. Many pronouns are used to refer different people, which makes it difficult to find the answer span for a question like "who forced Rachel to raise the stakes" by simply matching strings.
Rachel Y'know what, you1 are mean boys2, who are just being mean! Joey Hey, don't get mad at us3! No one forced you4 to raise the stakes! Rachel
That is not true. She5 did! She6 forced me7! Monica Hey, we8 would still be living here if you9 hadnt gotten the question wrong! (b) Challenges with metaphors. In this example (season 1, episode 4), Joey mishears 'omnipotent' as "I'm impotent" so that he metaphorically refers it to as "Little Joey's dead", which makes it difficult to answer a question like "why would Joey want to kill himself for being omnipotent".
Monica dialogue, tackles multiple-choice questions, which suit well for evaluating reading comprehension, but not necessarily for practical QA applications.
FriendsQA Dataset
For the generation of the FriendsQA dataset, 1,222 scenes from the first four seasons of the Character Mining dataset are selected (Section 2.3). Scenes with fewer than five utterances are discarded (83 of them), and each scene is considered an independent dialogue. FriendQA can be viewed as answer span selection, where questions are asked for some contexts in a dialogue and the model is expected to find certain spans in the dialogue containing answer contents. The dialogue aspects of this dataset, however, make it more challenging than other datasets comprising passages in formal languages (Section 2.1). Three challenging aspects that are commonly found in dialogue QA are illustrated in Table 1 .
Crowdsourcing
All annotation tasks are conducted on the Amazon Mechanical Turk. TALEN, a web-based tool for named entity annotation (Mayhew and Roth, 2018) , is extended for our QA annotation such that it displays a dialogue segmented into a sequence of utterances with speaker names, and asks crowd workers to first generate questions then select spans or utterance IDs in the dialogue containing the answer contents (Section 3.2). Prior to the annotation, crowd workers are required to pass a quiz regarding the dialogue context, to verify if they have a good un-derstanding in this context. Upon the submission, it validates the annotation by running several quality assurance tests (Section 3.3).
Phase 1: Question-Answer Generation
For each dialogue, the crowd workers are required to generate at least 4 out of six types of questions, {who, what, when, where, why, how}, regarding the dialogue contexts. Every question must be answerable; in other words, there needs to be at least one contiguous answer span in the dialogue. The crowd workers are allowed to select more than one answer span per question if appropriate. If multiple mentions of the same entity are to be considered, annotators are instructed to select ones that fit the best for the question. For Q2 in Table 2 , although multiple mentions of Casey are found in this dialogue, only the first three are selected as the answer because the other mentions are not relevant to this particular question (e.g., Casey in U08). This type of selective answer spans adds another level of difficulty to the task of FriendsQA.
Annotators are also allowed to select the speaker names as the answer spans. This is useful for who questions asking about certain speakers yet no mentions of them are found in the dialogue (e.g., Chandler has no explicit mention in Table 2 ). Moreover, when an entire utterance is considered the answer, which happens often with why and how questions, annotators are asked to select the corresponding utterance ID instead of the whole utterance to reduce span-related errors (e.g., U13 for Q5 in Table 2 ). 
Quality Assurance
Each MTurk annotation job gives up to 6 questions and their answer spans, which are validated by the following tests before the submission:
1. Are there at least 4 types of questions annotated?
2. Does each question have at least one answer span associated with it?
3. Does any question have too much string overlaps with the original text in the dialogue?
The first test ensures that there are sufficiently large and diverse enough questions generated for developing practical QA models. The second test checks if there are any inappropriate associations between questions and answer spans. Finally, the third test prevents from creating mundane questions by copying and pasting the original text from the dialogue. No annotation job is accepted unless it passes all of these assurance tests.
Phase 2: Verification and Paraphrasing
All dialogues with the questions and answer spans annotated by the first phase (Section 3.2) are again put to the second phase. During the second phase, annotators are asked to first verify whether or not the answer spans are appropriate for the questions, and fix ones that are not or add more if necessary. Annotators are then asked to revise questions that are either unanswerable or too ambiguous. Finally, they are asked to paraphrase the questions, resulting two sets of questions for every dialogue where one is a paraphrase of the other. The same quality assurance tests (Section 3.3) with an additional test of checking string overlaps between the questions from phases 1 and 2 are run to preserve the challenging level of this dataset.
Four Rounds of Annotation
The same F1-score metric used for the evaluation of span-based QA systems (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) is used to measure the inter-annotation agreement (ITA) between the answer spans annotated by the phases 1 and 2 (Sections 3.2 and 3.4, respectively). Four rounds of crowdsourcing tasks are conducted to stabilize the quality of our annotation, where two randomly selected episodes from Seasons 1-4 are used for annotation, respectively. After each round, ITA is measured and a sample set of annotation is manually checked. Then, the annotation guidelines are updated based on this assessment. The column A from the rows R1 ∼ R4 in Table 3 illustrates the progressive ITA improvements over these four rounds. The followings show summaries of actions performed after each round (R[1-4]: round 1-4):
R1 We observe that the questions are often too ambiguous for humans to answer; thus, we update the guidelines and request annotators to make the questions as explicit as possible. R2 We observe the 6.27% improvement on ITA from the first round; thus, we add more examples of questions and answer spans to the guidelines without updating other contents.
R3
We observe another 2.48% improvment on ITA from the second round; no update is made to the guidelines.
R4
We observe a marginal ITA improvement of 0.67% from the third round, which implies that our annotation guidelines are stabilized. Thus, all of the rest episodes are pushed for annotation.
Question/Answer Pruning
Once all annotation is collected, each question from phase 1 is represented by the bag-of-words model using TF-IDF scores and compared against its revised counterpart from phase 2 if available. About 21.8% of the questions from phase 1 are revised during phase 2. If the cosine similarity between the two questions is below 0.8, they are not considered similar so that the question and its answer spans from phase 1 are discarded because that question requires a major revision to be answerable. Even when the questions are considered similar, if the F1 score between their answer spans is below 20, they are still discarded because annotators do not seem to agree on the answer. As a result, 13.5% of the questions and answer spans from phase 1 are pruned out from our final dataset. Table 3 show the overall statistics of the FriendsQA dataset. There is a total of 1,222 dialogues, 10,610 questions, and 21,262 answer spans in this dataset after pruning (Section 3.6). Note that annotators were not asked to paraphrase questions during the second phase of the first round (R1 in Table 3 ), so the number of questions in R1 is about twice less than ones from the other rounds. The final interannotator agreement scores are 81.82% and 53.55% for the F1 and exact matching scores respectively, indicating high-quality annotation in our dataset. What No distinct categorization is found for answers to what questions, which are entirely factual. This is because annotators are mostly driven by factoid contents for the generation of what questions.
Inter-annotator Agreement
Question Types vs. Answer Categories
Where Answers to where questions can be categorized into factual and abstract, meaning that they are either concrete facts (e.g., named entities) or abstract concepts (e.g., the wild, out there), where the majority is driven by factoid contents (77.78%).
Who Answers to who questions can be annotated on either speaker names or utterance contents. The majority of who questions (69.44%) finds their answers in the utterance contents. .3) , are used to validate our dataset as a practical resource for building advanced deep learning models. All models will output two positions which will be combined to form answer spans. These systems are chosen because they give a good survey among different types of neural networks in combination with attention mechanisms that are dominant in the research of contemporary question answering.
R-Net
R-Net held the 1st place on the SQuAD leaderboard at the time of its publication . It builds representations for questions and evidence passages using RNN and presents a self-matching mechanism to aggregate key information from the evidence passages, in order to compensate the limitedly memorized information from RNN. The same configuration described in the original paper is used to train models for our experiments.
QANet
QANet is another state-of-the-art open-domain QA system utilizing CNN and self-attention (Yu et al., 2018) . Dramatic is the speed-up gained by QANet, which enables to perform data augmentation. Their original configuration cannot be fit in a 12GB GPU machine using our dataset; thus, the configuration is compromised for our experiments as follows:
• The number of filters: 96 instead of 128,
• The number of attention heads: 1 instead of 8.
Given this configuration, its performance may not be optimal but at least can be directly compared to other models trained on the FriendsQA dataset.
BERT
The Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) pushed all current state-ofthe-art scores to another level (Devlin et al., 2018) .
Trained with the masked language model on next sentence prediction tasks, BERT shows extremely promising results on several tasks in NLP. The pretrained decapitalized BERT model with 12-layers is fine-tuned on our dataset. The larger BERT model with 24-layers again cannot be fit in a 12GB GPU machine; thus, it is not used for our experiments.
Experiments
For our experiments, all dialogues from Table 3 are randomly shuffled and redistributed as the training (80%), development (10%), and test (10%) as shown in Table 5 . 
Model Development
Each instance consists of an evidence dialogue, a question and an answer span. Utterance IDs, annotated to indicate the whole utterances being answer spans (Section 3.2), are preprocessed and replaced by the actual spans on the dialogue contents. Since each question can have multiple answers, the following strategies are experimented to acquire one gold answer span for each training instance:
Shortest The shortest answer span is chosen and all the other spans are discarded from training.
Longest The longest answer span is chosen and all the other spans are discarded from training.
Multiple The question is paired with every answer to create multiple instances. For example, a question q with two answer spans, a 1 and a 2 , generate two instances, (q, a 1 ) and (q, a 2 ), and trained independently. 
Evaluation Metrics
Two tasks are experimented, answer utterance selection and answer span selection, with the Friend-sQA dataset. The utterance match (UM) is used to evaluate answer utterance selection, which checks if the predicted answer span a p i resides within the same utterance u g i as the gold answer span a g i , and is measured as follows: (n: # of questions):
(1 if a p i ∈ u g i ; otherwise,0)
Following Rajpurkar et al. (2016) , the span match (SM) is adapted to evaluate answer span selection, where each a p i is treated as a bag-of-tokens (φ) and compared to the bag-of-tokens of a g i ; the macroaverage F1 score across all questions is measured for the final evaluation (P : precision, R: recall):
Additionally, the exact match (EM) is used to evaluate answer span selection that checks the exact span match between the gold and predicted answers. Table 6 shows results from 9 models trained by the three state-of-the-art systems in Section 5.2 using the three answer selection strategies in Section 5. when k = 14 and 20, respectively. More importantly, the gap between UM and SM gets smaller as k increases, which implies that FriendsQA is not only learnable by deep learning but also can be enhanced by re-ranking the answer predictions.
Results
Error Analysis
An extensive error analysis is manually performed on 100 randomly sampled, exact unmatched predictions (F1 = 0) to provide insights for future research. Figure 2 shows six types of errors that become evident through this analysis. Entity Resolution This type is the most frequent and often occurs when many of the same entities are mentioned in multiple utterances. The recurring use of coreference and anaphora can be confusing. This error also occurs when the QA system is asked about a specific person, but predicts wrong people. For example, the question asks for Chandler's opinion about marriage, but the model matches comments from Joey instead due to the lack of referent resolution made in those comments.
Paraphrase and Partial Match This error type may be even challenging for humans without inside knowldege. Answers can be expressed in numerous ways through paraphrasing, abstraction, nicknames in dialogue, signifying the difficulty in FriendsQA. Moreover, answers might also be partially correct, especially for why and how questions, which could be acceptable in practice.
Cross-Utterance Reasoning This type reveals an universal challenge in understanding human-tohuman conversation. To correctly predict an answer span in dialogue, the system should be equipped with the ability to reason across multiple utterances back and forth, especially if a story or an event unfolds gradually, scatters in different places, and is told by different speakers.
Question Bias This type occurs when the answer predictions overly rely on the question types. For why questions, the model tends to blindly selects spans following certain keywords such as because even though they are placed in wrong utterances since the model is learned to be biased to the term because, neglecting other important factors that might otherwise lead to the correct answers.
Noise in Annotation (NA) Our dataset, although it gives high inter-annotator agreement (Sec. 3.7), it still includes noise caused by wrong spans, ambiguous or unanswerable questions, or typos.
Miscellaneous Errors in this category have no apparent cause to understand why the model predicts these answers, which often seem irrelevant to the questions so that they need more investigation.
Given this analysis, we hope many challenges can be overcome by future studies. For instance, coreferent mentions, especially plural mentions, should be more intelligently processed (Zhou and Choi, 2018) . Moreover, the speaker information, which are currently treated as the first tokens in utterances, can be better encoded to give more insights.
Conclusion
This paper presents an open-domain question answering dataset called FriendsQA, compiled from transcripts of the TV show Friends. An extensive and comprehensive analysis is performed on this dataset to show its validity, difficulty and diversity. Three state-of-the-art models are run and compared, and show the full potential of FriendsQA as a rich QA research resource. Finally, erroneous answer predictions are sampled out for a further analysis to offer insightful retrospective. All our resources are publicly available. 1 For future work, the question-type (Table 7) and error analyses (Section 5.4) can serve as guidelines to further enhance the QA model performance. Topk answer analysis also brings up another challenging but tangible task to re-rank the answer predictions. More tasks such as answer existence prediction and an utterance-based model to select among utterance candidates can also be issued.
